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ABSTRACT

1. Introduction
few decades
this problem

graph may be found
Since the FAS problem is NP-hard
it
that we can
this problem in
time. A number of heuristics have been published. Some achieve the
solutions for
classes of
(such as "reducible flow
and "planar
[R88]), while the others are measured by performance bounds. The most
recent two heuristics for solving the FAS
may be found in [BS90,
The heuristic provided in
feedback arc set whose
at most
m -8
m
5m
2
for
directed
and at most 18 for a cubic directed graph.
Here, m
number of arcs, n is L"1e number of vertices, and il(G) denotes the maximum number of arcs incident to a vertex. This heuristic requires O(mn) execution time.
A
heuristic presented in [ELS93], aimed at sparse directed graphs (which frequently arise in graph drawing), outputs a feedback arc set whose size is at most
m/2 - n/6 and has execution time Oem). Over directed graphs satisfying mEO(n), this
performance bound is at least as good as that of [BS90]. Also, this bound is in fact better
than that of [BS90] over directed graphs with mEO(n) and .!l(G) not bounded by a constant.
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m lOIS paper, we present a new neunsuc Algontnm-t'A~H WhICh rehnes the algorithm in
in order to
reduce the size
the feedback arc
produced.
In
it has been proven that
feedback
whose size
for
The detailed
general
by
whose
or~~anlzed

is at

m/4.

as follows. In Section 2, ne,ce~;salrv
pIf~selltelj, while in
This
'-'''-''VU,,"H'

prove the
conclu-

sions and remarks.

2. Preliminaries
We

the

In
with identical en<10()lnts
Two vertices u and v
u to v and the other from v
A

A directed
G of

u

A directed
is a source if its

in G' and v is

is cubic if for each vertex u,
is zero, a sink if its

v are not

:::: 3. A
is zero.

An ordered list of the vertices of a directed
G is a
:::: (Vi> V2, ... , v n ) is a vertex sequence of a directed
(rightward) with respect to
if j < i (j > i).

If
is

IOU"AUJI"rI

In the rest of the paper, nand m denote the cardinalities of the vertex set and the arc
set . . ",<, .... ""I"h uc> II "

3.
which is
in this section, computes a vertex sequence
for a directed graph G; and then the set of leftward arcs will be output as the feedback arc set. It is clear that there is a vertex sequence such that the leftward arc set with
respect to this sequence is a feedback arc set with the minimum cardinality.
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3.1. Motivation
like the algorithm in
essentially consists of the followfour steps:
Step 1: Iteratively remove sinks (if any) to prepend to a vertex sequence S2; and if the
rernalml1lg graph is empty then go to Step 4 else go to Step 2.
ltelratlvelv remove sources (if any) to
to a vertex sequence Sl; and if the
empty then go to Step 4 else go to Step 3.
Choose a vertex u, such that the difference between the number of rightward arcs
and the number of leftward arcs is the largest, and remove U to append to Sl; if the
empty then goto Step 4 else goto Step 1.
Step 4: A vertex sequence s is formed by concatenating Sl with 82; and the leftward arc
set for the vertex sequence s is reported as a feedback arc set.
Note that Step 1 and
2 do not produce any feedback arcs. In case there more
than one candidate at
3, the
in [ELS93] nondeterministically chooses one.
This may speed up the execution, but potentially
the
Thus, Step 3
is the
In Algorithm-FASH, we add some additionally greedy criteria for a choice of
a vertex at
3. Further, some manipulations of a directed graph will be added to allow
3 to be more effective.
To further consider the structure of a directed graph, we should first decompose the
may be
into
connected components. A standard O(m) time
found in
This
called
DSC(G), returns the sequence
" ' , G k ) of the
connected components of a directed
G, with the
(G l ,
property that there are no leftward arcs between these components
is, no
from
to G i for i <
Thus, we need only find the feedback arc sets for each of these components.
To describe the techniques to increase the greediness of
3, some further concepts are needed.
In a strongly connected directed graph G, a directed path (Ub u z, . ", Uk) is condensible if k 3, dG(UI) ~ 3, dG(u,J ~ 3, and for 2 ~ i ~ k -1, d~(Ui):::::: d(j(ui) :::: 1. Here
for 2 ~ i ~ k -1, Ui is a middle vertex of the directed path, while u 1 and Uk are respectively called the start vertex and the end vertex of the directed path.
A directed graph G is fully condensed if it is strongly connected and there are no
condensible directed paths in G. The condensation of strongly connected directed graph
G :::: (V, A) is formed by collapsing the condensible paths to single arcs; more precisely
::::: (V C' Ac) such that
the condensation is the directed graph
• Vc is the

subset of V such that Vc contains no middle vertices of a condensible
directed path of G; and
::::: {e: eE A or e from a start vertex of a condensible directed path in G to the end
vertex of the directed path} .

It is clear that the condensation of a strongly connected graph is fully condensed. Algoof a strongly conrithm-FASH uses a function CON(G) to produce the condensation
nected directed graph G such that when Algorithm-FASH removes a vertex U from G, U
is chosen from G c'
a depth first search technique, CON(G) can be implemented in
17

U(m) time.

Next we investigate the introduction of an additional criterion
on
densed directed
We
with an
For the
illustrated in
implementation of the above four steps first nOind~~telrmJlm~)t1c:aU
or vertex 2. If vertex 1 is chosen
then
other
if vertex 2 is chosen
then
1 feedback arc will
1

3
Fig 1

Consider the arc
after removing it, vertex 3 becomes
of any arc incident to 1 would not produce any sink. We would
choose vertex 2 in this situation. In
we would like to
the
after v
the difference between the lnriPITTPp
G

we
"unbalanced" vertices. This will
guarantee that the
a small number of feedback arcs. For instance, for the
2
CHS.
time.
This takes a directed
a combination
sented as follows:
graphs): vertex
If G has only one vertex v
then
return v
else
U);
return CHS(G, U)
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3.2. The lc>".~rn,h.n.n of Algorithm-FASH
Suppose that G is not empty. Then Algorithm-FASH is described as follows:
(G: directed graph) : vertex sequence

FASHI sf- ¢;

FASH3. Return the concatenation of SCFASH(G 1) , SCFASH(G 2 )

, ...

,SCFASH(G k )

( G : strongly connected graph) : vertex sequence
SCFASHI.

S

f- ¢;

SCFASH2. G c f- CON(G);
SCFASH3. v f- OBTAIN( G);
SCFASH4. Return the sequence formed by prepending v to FASH(G - v)
We report the leftward arcs for s as the resulting feedback arcs.
The Theorem below follows since all of DSC, CON, CHS, and TAKEMAX use linear time.
Theorem
Algorithm-FASH executes in O(mn) time, where n is the number of the vertices and m is the number of arcs of a graph. 0
3.3. Performance Guarantee for Cubic Directed
In this section, we prove a performance guarantee of Algorithm-FASH restricted to
cubic directed graphs.
Theorem 2: Suppose that G :::: (V, A) is a cubic directed graph with no two-cycles and no
m
loops. Then Algorithm-FASH produces at most '4 feedback arcs, where m is the number
of the arcs of G.
5m
(that is,
18
approximately O.278m) in [BS90], The scope of Theorem 2 includes the case where
there are some multiple arcs in G; see Fig 2, for example. To prove Theorem
we first
prove the following Lemma.

Note that the bound in Theorem 2 is an improvement on the bound

Lemma 3: Suppose that G is a strongly connected directed graph with no two-cycles and
no loops, and the total degree of each vertex in G is not greater than 3. Further suppose
that there is at least one vertex in G such that its total degree in G is 3; and G c is the condensation of G. Then there is an arc (u, v) in G c such that do /u) :::: 2 and d~) v) :::: 2.
Proof: Note that G c is fully condensed; and in the strongly connected directed graph G,
there is no vertex whose total degree is greater than 3, and no sinks or sources. It follows
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mat

IT c IS

cumc. we alSO snoulCl note tnat (j c has no lOOpS.
imply that there are at least two
a and b in G c
2. Since
is strongly connected, there is directed
Uk If k
2, that is, (a, b) is an arc of
then

The above facts
such that
(a) == 2 and
path (u 1, U2, c •• , Uk) with a
the Lemma holds.

do

Suppose that the Lemma does not hold in
Otherwise k :::::
cubic and dcc (ud ;:::
our
that the Lemma does not
(U2) ==
Following the
with this argument, we find that
d~: (b) +
;::: 2 + == 4,
fact that
is cubic.
holds. 0

do

For a cubic directed
OBTAIN(G c)
returns vertices of
md,eglree 1 in
These vertices may have
2 (in the case where the
at that
3) or outdegree 1 (in the case where all vertime has at least one vertex of total
tices of
at that time have total
In counting the number of leftward arcs produced by
we
interested in the
two subsets
and V2 of the vertex set of G:
(3.1)
(3.2)

V 1 consists of the
(SCFASH3) and have

which are returned by
1 in the value of
at that time; and

at line

,,"trlAnrrAt>

consists of the vertices which are returned by
(SCFASH3) and have
2 in the value of G c at that time.

at line

If a directed
G is as illustrated m
2 then
feedback arcs, while there are 9 arcs in G. Thus for this
proof of Theorem 2 explicitly excludes this case.

Fig 2

Next we prove Lemma 4, which is the key for the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 4: Suppose that G ;::: (V, A) is a cubic directed graph with no loops and no twocycles, and that the underlying graph of G is connected; and that G is not the graph in Fig
2. Further suppose that VI and V2 are defined as in (3.1) and (3.2). Then for each uEV 2
and each VEVI, there are respectively two sets V: and A~, and two sets
and A~, such
that
and A~~A, and
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two rnidmiddle
note
illus-

u

w

of

Since

which is neither
a) nor
there is an arc e a incident to a in
consist of ea and the 4 arcs incident to either u or w.

It is
1'"'\rr""",.rtl,"'<' (1) and
of this Theorem hold. The
follow Immed12Ltely fTom the above construction and
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facts
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r

+

n

+

m.

can rewrite

as:

+

and

m,

+y

o and
To

y

follows Imme:ouue.ly that r

O. From

7m

reduce

4, and
3.

that for

The deletion of
which is incident to
not in A~ for any vEV 1
v*u.

(a)

The deletion of

, and not in
an exarr:lpll:::.

. This can be rewritten as
2

o

for some

is cubic, n

Since
and

nl

2m

and

we have that
z 3x
+
and
8
4
3z 5x

fl2'

m

12

---+
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Thus
m

z

+-8

m
4
Hence r
This

for any
may join two

+z-x

y

fll

vertex, which
not
the
illustrated

+

Hence.

for

obtained from G

, the

z

16
m

COlmplen~s

3x
m
+
4

5x

+-

x

8'
the proof of Theorem 2. 0
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(3.4) and

any

1 ae ouunu UI 1 neorem
ror Algonmm t'A~t1 IS ngm, SInce ror me graph m t'lg
in the worst case the algorithm returns 3 feedback arcs out of a total of 12

S

We can also show a lower bound for any
Lemma 5 For each n divisible

6, there

cubic directed
2m
has at least 9

for which
Proof: Note that if directed
then G has 6k vertices and

G

k

of the directed

6

o
2

5

3
Fig 6

4. Conclusions and Remarks
In Section 3, we describe a new
simple heuristic with
good De]rtorrnan(~e
bound for cubic graphs and O(mn) execution time. This bound is better than the bound in
[BS90], while the execution time is the same. For a general simple directed
can only show the
bound m/2 - n/6 [L92]. This is least as
[BS90] over sparse directed graphs. In future, we would like to find a
the performance bound of Algorithm-FASH on dense directed
tion employed in [L92] is quite loose.
Further remarks on the complexity of approximating the feedback arc
found in [BS90].
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